


New Program Approval Procedures
(Curriculum, Major, Minor, Degree)

Regents Post-Audit Review Questions

Program Title:  PLANT HEALTH AND PROTECTION

Administrative Unit:  DEPT. OF PLANT PATHOLOGY

College:   AGRICULTURE

Introduction

Plant Health and Protection is an interdepartmental program involving the Departments
of Plant Pathology, Entomology, Forestry, Agronomy, and Horticulture.  Plant Pathology
serves as the lead department and Plant Pathology faculty advise students in the program.
Plant Health and Protection is a broad-based curriculum in biological and agricultural
science.  In addition to the College of Agriculture core curriculum requirements, students
take coursework in the basic biological and physical sciences, plant fertility management,
entomology, weed science, plant pathology, and plant production systems (agronomy,
horticulture, or forestry).  Our students find the diversity of the curriculum appealing.
The broad, interdisciplinary education that our students receive prepares them well for a
variety of careers in the agricultural and horticultural industries.  The curriculum also
provides an excellent foundation for graduate study.

The Plant Health and Protection program is preparing students to deal with some of the
most exciting and challenging problems facing agriculture and society today. In the years
ahead, agriculture will continue to be challenged to provide adequate food and fiber for
the world’s growing population while, at the same time, protecting our environment.  We
believe that graduates of the Plant Health and Protection program have a broad
perspective and experience that will enable them to contribute productively to the
development of more sustainable agricultural and horticultural systems.  For instance,
they are well prepared to take part in research and education efforts that will result in
plant production systems that depend less heavily on inputs of chemical pesticides and
fertilizers. In recent years, basic research in genetics and biotechnology has provided us
with new ways to approach plant protection.  Plant health professionals have been key
players in the development of products like Bt-corn, Roundup-ready soybeans and
transgenic virus-resistant plants.  We now face the challenge of learning how to use these
products in safe and effective ways. We must also respond to the concerns of those who
feel that these new products of genetic engineering present risks to our health and
environment.  We believe that the Plant Health and Protection curriculum provides a
solid foundation in the biological sciences that prepares our students to contribute to the
development and assessment of these new technologies.

Throughout the country, programs of this type (plant protection, plant pathology,
integrated pest management, etc.) are small and ours is no exception.  We currently
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fluctuate between 15 and 20 majors and our goal has been to reach a sustained enrollment
of 20-25.  One advantage of a small program is that we have been able to get almost all of
our students actively involved in our research and/or extension programs.  A few
examples of publications resulting from these student experiences are included in
appendix F.  We have been very pleased with the quality of the students that we have had
in the program.

For many years a Pest Management secondary major has been offered in the College of
Agriculture at Iowa State.  This program is focused on protection of crops, livestock, and
households from pests.  It has also been a very small program and it currently has very
few majors.  The Plant Health and Protection program differs from the Pest Management
program in that our focus is on plant health in a broad sense comprising crop genetics,
cropping systems, and environmental stress, as well as protection from pests such as
insects, weeds, and the microorganisms that cause plant diseases.

In light of the current budget concerns in the state, we feel it is necessary to address the
issue of potential savings that might be realized by elimination of the Plant Health and
Protection program. As can be seen in the specific information provided below, staffing
and expenditures associated with this program are minimal.  The only courses that would
be eliminated would be Pl HP 110 (orientation) and 498 (Plant Health Management).  All
the other courses have strong enrollments and primarily serve students majoring in
Horticulture, Agronomy, Forestry, and other undergraduate programs in the College of
Agriculture.  Because of the small number of majors, our FTE commitments in advising
and student services are minimal.  The only monetary savings would be the few hundred
dollars we spend on direct mail recruiting.

1. Program Availability

a. Is this program now available in other Regent universities or in other
colleges and universities in Iowa?

No.

b. If so, has the availability of other similar programs changed in the last five
years? Do existing programs in Iowa have the capacity to meet student
demand and the demand for graduates?

Not applicable.

c. What are the similarities and differences among programs in this general
area at Iowa institutions? What distinguishes this program from similar
programs at other Iowa institutions?

Not applicable.

d. What interactions are there between this program and similar programs at
other Iowa institutions?

Not applicable.
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2. Enrollment (data shown only for most recent years, earliest years 92-97 not shown) 

a.  Provide the actual fall semester enrollment in the program for the last four years
and the current year, and estimate enrollment for the next three years.

Year
1

98-99

Year
2

99-00

Year
3

00-01

Year
4

01-02

Current
Year
02-03

Year
6

03-04

Year
7

04-05

Year
8

05-06

1 Total majors in
program (fall
semester enrollment)

8 15 19 15 15 15 17 20

2 Non-major
enrollment in
program courses (fall
and spring
semesters).*

49 55 76 72 68 68 68 68

* Enrollments shown include only Pl HP 206 (Spring), 391 (Fall, limit 24 students), and 498
(Spring).  These are the only courses that are not cross-listed with one or more other
departments and majors.  Enrollments in the cross-listed Pl HP courses (Pl P 407, 416; Agron
317, 354; Ent 376; Hort 320) are very strong.

Estimate the number of Iowa residents and the number of international students
who have enrolled in the program (by percentage of total number of declared
majors).

Iowa residents 86.7% International 6.7%

b. If the actual enrollment figures for the last four years differ markedly from
those projected in the original program proposal, indicate the factors which may
have led to the disparity.

Our goal has been to reach a sustained enrollment of 20-25 Plant Health and
Protection majors.  We are approaching this goal.

c. Dropouts

1) How many "dropouts" can be identified for this program over the last
five years?

Year
1

98-99

Year
2

99-00

Year
3

00-01

Year
4

01-02

Current
Year
02-03

0 1 2 1 0
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2) What reasons were given by "dropouts" for leaving the program?

Two students transferred to majors outside the sciences.  The other two dropped
Plant Health & Protection as a double major in order to finish their other
programs in a more timely fashion.

3. Graduation and Placement Information

a. Indicate the number of graduates of the program each of the previous four years
and estimate the number that will complete the program this year and each of
the next three years.

Year  (98-99)-     0           Current Year-   3

Year 2 (99-00)-   2          Year 6 (03-04) -   2

Year 3 (00-01)-   5          Year 7 (04-05)-   2

Year 4 (01-02)-   8          Year 8 (05-06)-   3

b. To what extent have graduates been successful with respect to certification
and/or licensure (if applicable)?

Not Applicable.

c. Estimate placement of program graduates for each of the past five years (by
percentage of total graduates for each year).

Year
1

98-99

Year
2

99-00

Year
3

00-01

Year
4

01-02

Current
Year
02-03

Further study in graduate or professional
school 

                            80%       25%       67%

Employed in field or related field                                 50%                      50%  

Employed in non-related field                                                    20% 

Unemployed

Unknown                                                                       50%                     25%      33% 

d. To what extent have graduates been successful in obtaining the preferred first
job?
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Most students have been successful in obtaining a desired first job or acceptance into
graduate school.

e. Indicate the employment (placement) experiences of the graduates of the
program.

Graduate program in Plant Pathology, ISU- 3

Graduate program in Plant Pathology, University of Georgia

Graduate program in Plant Pathology, North Carolina State University

Graduate program in Plant Science, South Dakota State University

Graduate program in Sustainable Agriculture, ISU

Research technician- Pioneer Hi-Bred

Research technician- USDA-ARS, Urbana IL

Research technician- Plant Pathology, ISU/Agronomy distance M.S. program

Landscape professional, Vail, CO;  Retail florist, Ames, IA

Agronomist- Oakville Feed & Grain, Oakville, IA

Church-affiliated social services agency

Currently seeking employment in field- 1

Unknown- 3

4. Accreditation Status

Is an accreditation process available in this field of study? If so, what is the
accreditation status of the program?

Not applicable.

5. Staffing

Outline the previous and current FTE staffing of the program and estimate future staffing
needs for the next three years.

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

Current
Year

Year
6

Year
7

Year
8

Faculty* .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .25

Graduate
Assistants

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Staff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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* No new faculty were hired to staff this program.   We estimate that approximately .25
FTE are involved in advising Pl HP majors and in teaching courses that are offered
exclusively for Pl HP majors (Pl HP 110, 498).

6. Expenditures

Outline the increases in expenditures that resulted from the adoption of this program, as
well as estimate the increases which will occur over the next two years. [Increased
expenditures should be included only if the costs were incurred in order to support this
program specifically. For example, if no new faculty positions were assigned to this
program there has been a $0 increase in faculty cost.]

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

Current
Year

Year
6

Year
7

Faculty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Graduate Assistants 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Staff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

General Expense
(Excluding computer
use)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Library Resources 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Space Needs (amt. &
cost of new space and/or
remodeled space)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Computer Use 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Resources
(please explain)*

$300 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL $300 0 0 0 0 0 0

* Expenditure for brochure and direct mail recruiting efforts.

7.  Projected versus Actual

If the actual staffing or expenditure figures for the last four years differ markedly
from those projected in the original proposal, explain the disparity.

Our original proposal indicated that minimal new resources would be needed for the
Plant Health and Protection program.   Expenditures and staffing have been consistent
with those projections.
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8. Supporting Materials

Appendix A: Final version of Plant Health and Protection Major proposal submitted to
the Board of Regents.

Appendix B: Request for delay in the post-audit review of the Plant Health and Protection
Program.

Appendix C: Letters from students in the Plant Health and Protection Program.

Appendix D: Letters from employers and potential employers.

Appendix E: Letters from other departments involved in the program.

Appendix F: Examples of student publications.
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Appendix A:

Final version of Plant Health and Protection Major
proposal submitted to the Board of Regents.
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REPORT OF THE
AD HOC COMMITTEE ON

PLANT PATHOLOGY/PLANT HEALTH CURRICULA
1992
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INTRODUCTION

In mid-November, 1991, Dr. Green, Dean of Resident Instruction, established an
ad hoc committee to "study and make recommendations" regarding the proposal to
discontinue the plant pathology undergraduate major and other proposals to offer an
undergraduate major in “Plant Health and Protection.”

The committee members are Drs. Hart (Entomology), Knapp (Agronomy),
Martinson (Plant Pathology), McNabb (Plant Pathology), and Nonnecke (Horticulture).
The committee has considered input from several sources including a survey conducted
by the American Phytopathological Society, and responses to its inquiries from several
universities who have undergone or are undergoing similar considerations.

This report consists of a recommendation and proposal to establish a major and
a minor in Plant Health and Protection. A concomitant recommendation from the Plant
Pathology Department to discontinue the Plant Pathology undergraduate major, and
supporting documentation will accompany this document to the College of Agriculture.

The proposed curriculum represents an educational experience that will prepare
undergraduate students with the training required to pursue employment, upon
graduation, as professionals in agriculture. At the same time, the curriculum, founded
in the sciences, provides suitable preparation for graduate studies. Nonetheless, the
committee envisions a continued evolution of this curriculum, particularly in the areas
of environmental awareness as it relates to agricultural and social issues.

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A NEW PROGRAM
IN PLANT HEALTH AND PROTECTION

A. Background Information

1. Name:  Interdepartmental major in Plant Health and Protection.
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2. Name of degree:  Bachelor of Science, Plant Health and Protection.

3. Name of department(s) involved: Agronomy
Entomology
Forestry
Horticulture
Plant Pathology*

*Plant Pathology to be lead department

4. Need for proposed program:

Current issues in agricultural practice and research increasingly require a
multidisciplinary approach to resolve. Agriculture professionals must be able to
develop maximum economic return analyses for agricultural production. Additionally,
public concerns regarding environmental protection and sustainable agriculture
demand more complex solutions, solutions which are derived from a knowledge of the
interactions between plants and plant production practices and diseases and pests.
These solutions should be as environmentally benign as possible. Thus, an
interdepartmental approach incorporating these aspects of crop production is
warranted for the training of agriculture professionals.

5. Objectives of the proposed program:

The objective of the Plant Health and Protection program is to provide students
with an educational experience that will enable them to solve agricultural problems via
a holistic approach. Such an approach requires the integration of scientific principles
from several disciplines and consideration of environmental impacts. Plant Health and
Protection courses will integrate fundamental principles learned in agronomy,
entomology, forestry, horticulture, and plant pathology; provide clinical and internship
experiences, and discipline integrated problem solving.

6. General description of program:

See Attached Curriculum Proposal

7. Comparison of proposed program with:

(a) standards, if any, established by accrediting associations;
Not Applicable

(b) similar programs at other universities
See Attached Letters and Surveys

8. Program requirements, including:

(a) prerequisites for prospective students;

Standard admission standards for the College of Agriculture
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(b) language requirements; None

(c) courses and seminars presently available for credit toward the program;

See Attached Curriculum Proposal

(d) proposed new courses or modification of existing courses;

New Courses:
Plant Health and Protection Biology - PH P 206-- 3 cr.
Plant Nutrition - Hort 420 - 3 Cr.
Plant Health and Protection Clinic - PH P 391 - 2 cr.
Plant Health and Protection Internship - PH P 392 - R
Plant Health and Protection Management - PH P 498 - 3 cr.

While these are new courses developed for the new curriculum, it is expected
that there will be no new teaching loads placed on the faculty for any of these courses
except PH P 498. PH P 206 would replace PL P 207, and 391 and 392 would replace
existing departmental courses in Plant Pathology. The Horticulture Department plans
to develop a plant nutrition course even if a new curriculum were not developed. We
expect that PH P 498 would be a team-taught course combining expertise from
Agronomy, Entomology, Forestry, Horticulture, and Plant Pathology. Therefore, this
course should not require a large and consistent new involvement of any one faculty
member.

(e) thesis and non-thesis options in master's programs; Not Applicable.

(f) implications for related areas within the university;

It is believed that there will be few negative impacts on other programs. In fact it
is hoped that this curriculum will stimulate interest and subsequent participation on the
part of "nontraditional" students. It is probable that if this major is accepted, the
Integrated Pest Management Curriculum may be phased out.

9. General description of the resources available and future resource needs, in terms of:

(a) faculty members, including vitae and publications relating to the program;

See Appropriate Section

(b) effects of the new courses on the work load of the present staff;

As indicated, while there are new courses to be offered, and revisions of other
courses, there should only be substantial increases in teaching time associated with the
new course, PH P 498. Even here, it is expected that this increased teaching load will be
distributed among the five participating departments and may not therefore represent
a limiting burden.
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(c) research facilities; Not Applicable

(d) library facilities (journals, documents, etc) in the proposed area

The Park's Library and departmental reading rooms contain most of the
required reference information.

(e) supplies, field work, student recruitment, etc.

Participating departments will support these needs and activities.

B. Board of Regents Questionnaire: See Attachment.

PLANT HEALTH AND PROTECTION CURRICULUM
(Proposal)

12.5 cr Interpersonal and Public Communication Skills
Engl 104, 105; 302 or 314; Sp C 312 or 102;
Lib 160; + Communication-intensive, major course

43-44 cr Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences

Math 140 or 150 or 160; Stat 104; Chem 163, 163L,
231, 232; Phys 106 or 111; Biol 110, 312; Bot 207,
310; B & B 301; Gen 330; Micro 300; + Demonstrate
computer proficiency

16 cr Personal Development, Human Relations, and
Global Awareness

Econ 201; 3 cr in humanities; from approved lists:
3 cr in ethics, 3 cr in critical thinking, 3 cr in
international/multicultural awareness; + Environ
mental -intensive, major course; + Problem
solving -intensive, major course

32-33 cr Plant Health and Protection

PH P 110, 206, 391, 392, 498; Agron 114 or
Hort 221; Agron 154, 206, 317, 354, 354L; Ent 376;
Hort 420; PI P 407

22.5-24.5 cr Free Electives

128 cr Total Credits
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PLANT HEALTH and PROTECTION CURRICULUM
ADMINISTRATION

Administrative Unit:

Department of Plant Pathology

Administrative Personnel:

The program will be administered by a curriculum committee comprised of at
least one representative from each of the participating departments. Additional
committee members will be selected to ensure that all pertinent subject-matter
specialties are represented. For the initial term of appointment, committee members
will be appointed for 1, 2, or 3 years; after the initial term of appointment, all
appointments will be for 3 years. Initial appointments by the projected participating
departments will I be:

Agronomy -- 3 years
Entomology 2 years
Forestry-- I year
Horticulture 2 years
Plant Pathology -- 3 years

The Chair of the Department of Plant Pathology will appoint an additional
faculty member from the Plant Pathology Department to serve as Chair of the Plant
Health and Protection Curriculum Committee. The Chair of the Plant Health and
Protection Curriculum Committee will also serve as the committee representative to
the College of Agriculture Curriculum Committee. The representative of the
Department of Plant Pathology will serve as committee representative to the College of
Agriculture Academic Affairs Committee.

It will be the obligation of the committee to establish and implement matters
pertaining to curriculum, advising, public relations, recruitment, or such other issues as
necessary or appropriate.

PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MINOR IN
PLANT HEALTH AND PROTECTION

Because the justification and parameters for the creation of a minor are the same
as for the major, a separate criterion sheet has not been included. The proposal for the
minor is consistent with the interdisciplinary nature of the proposed major in Plant
Health and Protection.

PLANT HEALTH AND PROTECTION MINOR (Proposal)

Interpersonal and Public Communication Skills
AS FOR THE FIRST OR PRIMARY MAJOR in the COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
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Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences
AS FOR THE FIRST OR PRIMARY MAJOR in the COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Personal Development, Human Relations, and Global Awareness
AS FOR THE FIRST OR PRIMARY MAJOR in the COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

17-18 cr Plant Health and Protection Minor
a. two of the following:

Ent 376; PI P 407 or 416; Agron 317

b. each of the following:
PH P 206, 391; Agron 354 or 357; Hort 420 or For. 301
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REGENTS PROGRAM REVIEW QUESTIONS

Bachelor of Science Degree, Major in Plant Health and Protection

1.  Need.

A. How will this proposed program further the educational and curriculum
needs of the students in this discipline?

Current issues in agricultural practice and research increasingly require a
multidisciplinary approach to resolve. Agriculture professionals must be able to
develop maximum economic return analyses for agricultural production.
Additionally, public concerns regarding environmental protection and sustainable
agriculture demand more complex solutions, solutions which are derived from a
knowledge of the interactions between plants and plant production practices and
diseases and pests. These solutions should be as environmentally benign as
possible. Thus, an interdepartmental approach incorporating these aspects of
crop production is warranted for the training of agriculture professionals.

B. How does it further the educational and curriculum needs of other units in the college or
university?

This program will interface with five participating departments, namely; Agronomy,
Entomology, Forestry, Horticulture, and Plant Pathology. Each of these departments will provide
expertise for the development of the curriculum and students may participate as majors or minors.

2.  Inter-institutional Issues.

A. What programs in this field of study are available in other colleges and
universities in Iowa?

To our knowledge, no other programs in this field of study are available in Iowa.

B. With what representatives of these programs have you consulted in developing this proposal?
Provide a summary of the reactions of each institution consulted.

Not Applicable.

C. In what ways is this proposed program similar to those mentioned in A?  In what ways is it
different or does it have a different emphasis?

Not Applicable.

D. How does the proposed program supplement the current programs available?

Not Applicable.

E. Has the possibility of some kind of inter-institutional program or other cooperative effort been
explored? What are the results of this study?

Not Applicable.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCE NEEDS

1. Please estimate the probable marginal increases in expenditures that may be necessary as a result
of the adoption of this program for the next three years.

It is not believed that this new program will result in any increased costs over the next three
years. It may require some reallocation of staff resources among programs within that period.

2. Describe the nature and the justification for the additional resource needs.

3. How is it anticipated that the additional resource needs will be provided? (For programs planning
to use external grants, what would be the effect of the grant termination?)
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SURVEY OF PLANT PATHOLOGY PROGRAMS
1990

by Dr. C. R. Curtis, Chair,
Department of Plant Pathology

The Ohio State University

A. Universities having majors or curricula in Plant Pathology
University of Florida with 2 options:

Agriculture Technology and Biotechnology (1-10 students the last 5 yr.)
University of Georgia
*Iowa State University
University of Massachusetts with 4 options:

Standard, Landscape Plants, Biotechnol., and Integr. Pest Mgmt. (15 students at present)
Mississippi State University
Cornell University, New York
North Dakota State University
*The Ohio State University;

(but only as a focus on Plant Pathology in the Honors Program for high ability students)
Clemson University, South Carolina
Washington State University
*University of Wisconsin

B. Universities having only minors in Plant Pathology
University of Missouri
*The Ohio State University

C. Universities having alternative programs including;
Integrated Pest Management (IPM), Crop Protection with a Plant Pathology Option, Major in Plant

Science with a specialization in Plant Pathology, Major in Pest Management, Curriculum in Agricultural
Technology and Biotechnology, Major in Plant Protection, Environmental Management Systems Curriculum,
Biotechnology or IPM option, Options in Crops/SoiLs/Horticulture/EnvironmentaI Horticulture, Plant Protection
option offered under B.S. in Agronomy, Program in Plant Protection, Bioenvironmental Sciences Curriculum,
and Major in Plant Health and Protection.
*University of California at Davis University of Nebraska
University of Delaware Cornell University, New York
University of Idaho *The Ohio State University
University of Illinois Pennsylvania State University
*Purdue University, Indiana University of Puerto Rico
Kansas State University *Texas A. & M University
University of Maine Utah State University
University of Minnesota Washington State University
Mississippi State University University of Wyoming
Montana State University

* refers to peer 11 institutions.
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Appendix B:

Request for delay in the post-audit review of the
Plant Health and Protection Program.
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Request for Delay in Post-Audit Review for the
 Plant Health & Protection Program

(Revised 4/5/98)

The interdepartmental undergraduate major in Plant Health & Protection was established 
in the fall of 1992.  The program is jointly administered by the departments of Plant Pathology, 
Entomology, Agronomy, Horticulture, and Forestry with Plant Pathology acting as the lead 
department.  

The Plant Health & Protection curriculum is designed to educate agricultural professionals 
capable of dealing with some of the most complex problems facing agriculture and society today.  
The public has placed great emphasis on environmental protection and sustainability, while at the 
same time expecting a high-quality, low-cost supply of food and fiber.  These seemingly 
contradictory goals are placing new demands on our abilities to alleviate plant stress and manage 
plant pests.  We believe that graduates of the Plant Health & Protection program will have the 
broad training and interdisciplinary perspective which will enable them to make valuable 
contributions to agriculture now and in the future.

The greatest challenge to the success of the Plant Health & Protection program is lack of 
visibility.  In spite of the fact that effective pest management is essential for efficient agricultural 
production and landscape maintenance, the public has no real awareness of plant health 
professionals or what they do.  (We have even been surprised to learn that many biologists have 
little awareness of the field.)  Admittedly, we were slow to realize the seriousness of this lack of 
visibility and to develop a strategy to deal with the problem.

As the Plant Health & Protection program was implemented, and the problems associated 
with lack of visibility became clear, it also became clear to us that only the Plant Pathology 
Department had a real stake in the success of the program.  The major and minor in Plant Health 
& Protection received virtually no promotion from the other participating departments.  It finally 
became obvious to us that ISU departments are not likely to support an interdepartmental 
program at the expense of their own majors. 

Over the last two years we have developed a multi-faceted recruiting strategy which has 
been initiated and is beginning to show results.  Our major emphasis is on targeted mailings.  We 
are contacting students who have an interest in studying a plant science discipline at Iowa State.  
The Admissions Office provides us with lists of students who have submitted their ACT scores 
to ISU and have indicated a career interest in agronomy, horticulture, or botany.  We also have 
access to names of students who have requested information from ISU concerning undergraduate 
programs in Plant Health & Protection, Agronomy, or Horticulture.  All of these students receive 
a mailing which includes a brochure and general information about Plant Health & Protection 
(what it is, why it’s important, etc.).  Later they receive a follow-up mailing discussing 
availability of scholarships, student employment, and internships. (We have established a 
scholarship fund which allows us to award 3-5 scholarships to incoming students each year.)  
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Students contacting us or applying for scholarships receive phone calls.  Basically, we try to 
have some sort of contact with the prospects several times during the recruiting period.  In 
addition to contacting prospects by mail and telephone, campus visits are strongly encouraged. 
We have also developed a poster display and we have begun participating in science fairs by 
acting as judges and making special departmental awards to students doing projects related to 
plant health.  We have developed an informative Web page about the Plant Health & Protection 
program and we intend to add additional informational features to it periodically.  Finally, we feel 
that transfer students from community colleges consitute an important source of potential 
students.  We have sent information out to biology and agriculture programs at several of the 
community colleges and we are working on articulation plans with agriculture and biology 
programs at NIACC and Kirkwood CC.  We have also restructured two of our Plant Health and 
Protection courses and have seen significantly increased enrollments.  Our hope is that these 
courses may expose a broad cross section of students to our program and perhaps encourage 
some of those students to major in Plant Health and Protection.

We are very excited because we think the recruiting process is beginning to show results.  
Three freshmen entered the program last fall, all of whom were first contacted by our targeted 
mailings.  We have received inquiries from several other students who have received our mailings.  
Although we have few students in the program (five majors currently enrolled, four majors so far 
admitted for next fall, two graduated last spring) we feel that our structured recruiting program 
can and will be successful.  

At this time we are asking for a delay in the post-audit review process.  Because we 
misjudged the help we would get in promoting the program, we don’t feel there has been a 
sufficient test of its potential.  We are requesting that the post-audit review be delayed until Fall 
of 2000.  By then we will have had two more fall recruiting seasons with our recruiting program 
in full swing.  By that date we will have a much better idea of what the potential of the program 
can be.  Thanks for your consideration of this request.  Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you 
need any additional information.
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Appendix C:

Letters from students in the Plant Health and
Protection Program.
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Appendix D:

Letters from employers and potential employers.
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Appendix E:

Letters from other departments involved in the
program.
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Appendix F:

Examples of student publications.
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CROWN ROT
A Serious Disease of Hosta and Other Ornamentals

Sustainable
Urban

Landscapes

Sustainable
Urban

Landscapes

Sustainable
Urban

Landscapes
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ostas are the top-selling herbaceous perennials 

nationwide thanks to their attractive foliage, endless

diversity of shape and size, tolerance of shady areas, and

minimal maintenance needs.

Few pests plague hostas in Iowa. Since the mid-1990s,

however, a disease called crown rot has damaged many

hosta plantings. This fungal disease, caused by Sclerotium

rolfsii, can severely damage established hostas within a

week, and is difficult to eradicate. Formerly restricted to

warm, humid states in the southern United States, crown

rot has now appeared in many Midwest gardens.

This bulletin explains how S. rolfsii has managed to

spread into the Midwest, how it causes crown rot in hostas,

and ways to manage the disease.

SUL 8   February 2000
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FIGURE 1

A hosta bed showing the 
leaf yellowing typical of 
crown rot.

FIGURE 4

Brown, softened tissue at 
the base of hosta petioles.
Tiny, orange spheres on 
the soil surface below the 
petioles (see arrow) are 
sclerotia of the fungus 
Sclerotium rolfsii.
Note penny for scale.

S
Symptoms

ymptoms begin to appear on hosta 

after prolonged hot, humid weather. The 

lower leaves begin to turn yellow, then brown,

and wilt from the margins back toward the base

(Figures 1, 2, and 3). The upper leaves may soon 

collapse, too. The wilted leaves can be easily pulled

from the crown, because they have been attacked at

the base of the petiole. The bases of these damaged

petioles show a brown discoloration and mushy 

texture (Figure 4). Plants with less succulent stems,

such as peony, are girdled at the base of stems, causing

discolored and wilted leaves, but the stems may not

collapse (Figure 5). Fluffy white threads (mycelium)

of the crown rot fungus typically are present on the

rotted tissue and surrounding soil (Figure 6).A closer

look shows small spheres, about the size of mustard

seeds, sprinkled on the soil (Figure 7). These tiny

spheres, called sclerotia, allow the fungus to survive

cold winters and other unfavorable conditions. As

sclerotia mature, their color changes from white to a

light tan or reddish brown.

2
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FIGURE 5

A wilted, collapsed peony
(center) whose fronds 
were attacked at the base 
by Sclerotium rolfsii.
The source of the 
fungus was a nearby,
infected hosta.

FIGURE 2

Close-up of a hosta 
with marginal yellowing 
and browning caused 
by crown rot.

FIGURE 3

Collapse and death of 
lower leaves of hosta,
caused by crown rot 
attack at the bases of 
the leaf petioles.
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How S. Rolfsii Causes Crown Rot

he crown rot life cycle begins with the

germination of sclerotia (Figure 8).

Mycelium fans out in all directions from the

sclerotia, slowly growing across the surface of the soil

4
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FIGURE 6

White mycelium (fungal
strands) of Sclerotium
rolfsii on the base of a
hosta petiole severed by
the fungus.

in warm, moist weather.When a host plant is nearby,

the fungus exudes droplets containing oxalic acid and

tissue-destroying enzymes. Oxalic acid poisons plants,

causing their cell walls to break down.

FIGURE 7

Sclerotia of Sclerotium  
rolfsii. Sclerotia are 
approximately 1 mm in 
diameter (about the size 
of mustard seeds) and 
vary in color from white 
to brick red.
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When S. rolfsii’s mycelium comes into contact

with hosta, the oxalic acid kills the petioles at the

base.With their support gone, the leaves begin to col-

lapse. The stem bases, and the soil for several inches

around the crown, can be covered with fluffy white

mycelium. Mature mycelium begins to produce scle-

rotia.There is no required dormancy period, so newly

formed sclerotia can produce new mycelium at once

or remain dormant in the soil for years.

Sclerotia are hard-shelled survival structures. It

was once thought that the cold winters of the Upper

Midwest would kill S. rolfsii, but gardeners have seen

crown rot spread through their plantings year after

year. It now appears that S. rolfsii sclerotia can survive

temperatures well below freezing, either in plant

debris or at the soil surface.

On the positive side, S. rolfsii seldom produces

microscopic spores like most other fungi. Without

spores, it cannot spread by moving on air currents, but

only as sclerotia in soil or plants, or by mycelium that

grows slowly across the ground from plant to plant.

FIGURE 8

Disease cycle of crown 
rot on hosta.
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TABLE 1
Genera of herbaceous 
perennials known to 
be hosts for Sclerotium 
rolfsii. The plants on 
this list grow well in 
part sun to full shade 
in the Upper Midwest.

Ajuga–bugleweed
Anemone–windflower
Aquilegia–columbine
Arrhenatherum–oat grass
Asplenium–dragontail fern
Caladium–fancy-leaved 

caladium
Campanula–bellflower
Chrysogonum–goldenstar
Convallaria–lily-of-the-

valley
Dicentra–bleeding heart
Digitalis–foxglove
Dryopteris–wood fern
Hemerocallis–daylily
Hosta–plantain lily, hosta
Lysimachia–loosestrife
Phlox–phlox
Ranunculus–buttercup
Vinca–periwinkle
Viola–violet, pansy

For a more complete listing 
of host genera, consult the 
following reference: Farr, D.F.,
Bills, G.F., Chamuris, G.P., and
Rossman,A.Y. 1989. Fungi 
on Plants and Plant Products in 
the United States. American
Phytopathological Society,
St Paul, MN.

W
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Spread of Disease

hat are the circumstances behind crown

rot’s introduction into northern landscapes?

The answer is unknown, but one possibility is

that S. rolfsii has been spread on contaminated nursery

plants (Figure 8). Others point to the nonstop

exchange of hostas among gardeners throughout the

United States. Once crown rot has entered a planting

it is easily spread by sclerotia clinging to soil on shoes,

tools, and plant material.

S. rolfsii can affect more than 200 different plant

genera, including ornamentals, fruits, and vegetables.

Table 1 lists genera of ornamental plants susceptible 

to crown rot and, like hosta, adapted to partial to full

shade environments. Many susceptible ornamentals,

such as daylily (Hemerocallis), impatiens, ajuga, peony,

and vinca, are often planted in the same beds as 

hosta, so the disease can move from hosta to neigh-

boring plants.

Management

ffective management of crown rot requires 

combining several strategies.The most effective 

management practices are a combination of cul-

tural tactics such as careful inspection before planting,

sanitation to control spread, and choosing plants

believed to be less susceptible (see Table 2). These

methods will not cure infected hostas but can slow or

stop the spread of disease.

Cultural Management of Crown Rot in the Landscape

Avoidance is one of the best crown rot management

tactics. Simply put, no fungus means no disease. But

how do you keep S. rolfsii away from your hostas?

E

TABLE 2
Genera of herbaceous 
perennials not known 
to be hosts for 
Sclerotium rolfsii. The 
plants on this list 
grow well in part sun 
to full shade in the 
Upper Midwest.

Acanthus–bear’s breech
Aconitum–monkshood
Actaea–baneberry
Adiantum–maidenhair fern
Alchemilla–lady’s mantle
Anaphilis–pearly everlasting
Aruncus–goatsbeard
Astilbe–false spirea
Cimicifuga–bugbane
Corydalis–corydalis
Disporum–fairy-bells
Epimedium–barrenwort
Erythronium–trout lily
Filipendula–meadowsweet
Gaura–gaura
Gentiana–gentian
Geranium–cranesbill
Hakonechloa–hakone grass
Hedera–ivy
Helleborus–hellebore
Heuchera–coral bells
Houttuynia–chameleon 

plant
Lamiastrum–yellow 

archangel
Lamium–dead nettle
Mertensia–bluebells
Myosotis–forget-me-not
Osmunda–royal fern
Pachysandra–spurge
Papaver–poppy
Polemonium–Jacob’s ladder
Polygonatum–Solomon’s 

seal
Polystichum–shield fern
Primula–primrose
Pulmonaria–lungwort
Pulsatilla–pasque flower
Sanguinaria–bloodroot
Stachys–lamb’s ear
Thalictrum–meadow rue
Tiarella–foamflower
Tradescantia–spiderwort
Trillium–wake-robin
Trollius–globeflower
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One key to avoiding crown rot is careful inspec-

tion. Before purchasing or transplanting, examine

plants for yellow, wilted lower leaves, sclerotia on the

soil surface, softening and browning at the bases of

petioles, and white mycelium around damaged tissue.

Checking for these symptoms will reduce the risk of

S. rolfsii entering the garden.

If the problem is already present in landscape

plantings, the contaminated area containing the

infected hostas and soil should be quarantined, and

care should be used to avoid spreading any soil or

plant material outside of this zone.You can excavate

soil in the contaminated area to a depth of at least 

8 inches, discard the soil, and replace it with 

uncontaminated soil. But the time, labor, and 

expense of this tactic is discouraging, especially when

the contaminated area is more than a few square feet

in size. Do not transplant from the contaminated area,

because sclerotia clinging to the roots and crown can

start a new infection cycle in another part of the 

garden. All tools and implements should be washed

thoroughly, and the wash water should go back into

the contaminated bed. Some recommendations call

for dipping tools in a 10 percent bleach solution for a

few minutes to kill S. rolfsii, but bleach is corrosive to

tools and messy to work with. More important than

bleaching is to scrub tools clean of all adhering soil.

If you decide to use a bleach dip, clean your tools

thoroughly beforehand.

Many growers mulch their hosta beds to help

provide the consistently moist soil conditions that

hostas prefer. Since the mycelium of S. rolfsii can grow

rampantly through moist mulch in warm weather, it

may be helpful to maintain a mulch-free zone several

inches wide around hosta crowns if crown rot has

appeared in the planting. Some hosta growers also

recommend planting crowns as high as possible, with

soil barely covering the roots, to reduce the odds that

the vulnerable leaf petioles will come into contact

with S. rolfsii from the soil.

Switching to plants that are not susceptible to 

S. rolfsii is another option. The problem is that so

many types of plants are affected by crown rot that

you need to choose carefully. Some ornamental plants

not known to succumb to S. rolfsii, but adapted to

partial-shade to full-shade environments in the Upper

Midwest, are listed in Table 2. Many of the plants in

Table 2, although not confirmed to be hosts of 

S. rolfsii, have not been tested for susceptibility to the

fungus.Therefore, it is advisable to try them out on a

limited basis before committing large numbers of

plants to replace crown rot-killed hostas.

Many people have observed that some types of

hostas seem to fare better than others against crown

rot. However, crown rot resistance ratings are current-

ly unavailable for hosta species and cultivars.

S. Rolfsii Problems in Propagation and Production

A key to avoiding crown rot during plant propagation

and production is careful inspection. Regularly exam-

ine plants for telltale leaf yellowing and collapse,

sclerotia, softening and browning at the bases of peti-

oles, and white mycelium around damaged tissue.

Experienced hosta growers know that leaves can turn

yellow for other reasons, such as heat stress or a 

fungal disease called Rhizoctonia root rot, but only 

S. rolfsii crown rot will show the other symptoms as

well. The Plant Disease Clinic at Iowa State

University can help you confirm a diagnosis.You can

mail a sample to the Clinic through your County

Extension Office, or send it directly to the Clinic at

351 Bessey Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, IA

50011. Once you are convinced that the problem is

crown rot, discard the symptomatic plants as well as

the planting media and the pot.
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Pre-plant fumigation of production fields with

methyl bromide and chloropicrin can minimize prob-

lems with S. rolfsii. Fumigation is expensive, however,

and methyl bromide use will be prohibited in the

United States after the year 2005 due to recent

Federal regulations. In general, home gardeners

should avoid using fumigants, because these materials

are dangerous to humans.

Fungicides are sometimes used to suppress 

S. rolfsii in hosta as well as other ornamental and food

crops. A relatively new fungicide, flutolanil (sold as

Contrast®), is labeled for use against this fungus on

ornamental plants. Fungicides containing pen-

tachloronitrobenzene (also known as quintozene or

PCNB) typically are applied preventively to soil or

media, either as a drench or as a granule.Trade names

of PCNB products labeled for control of crown rot

on hosta include Terraclor®, Defend®, Pennstar®,

Revere®, and PCNB®. Note that the labels of these

products do not specifically mention hosta, but they

are legal to use on hosta because hosta is included

within the broad designation “ornamentals” on the

labels. Since phytotoxic reactions to PCNB can

occur, it is advisable to treat a small bed area or a small

number of pots first, then check the hosta’s reaction,

before attempting larger-scale treatments. To our

knowledge, flutolanil and PCNB products labeled

for use on ornamentals are available only through

commercial pesticide dealers rather than at garden

centers or other retail outlets. Sanitizing agents such

as chlorine bleach have been used against crown rot,

but these products are not legally labeled for this use.

File: Pest Management 5-1 [C]

. . . and justice for all
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its programs
and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, religion, age, disability,
political beliefs, sexual orientation, and marital or family status. (Not all prohibited bases
apply to all programs.) Many materials can be made available in alternative formats for
ADA clients.To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Office of Civil Rights,
Room 326-W,Whitten Building, 14th and Independence Avenue, SW,Washington, DC
20250-9410 or call 202-720-5964.
Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension work, Acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914,
in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Stanley R. Johnson, director,
Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University of Science and Technology,
Ames, Iowa.

Prepared by Brooke Edmunds, research assistant, and 
Mark Gleason, Extension plant pathologist and professor,
Department of Plant Pathology; and Ursula Schuch, assistant
professor, Department of Horticulture, Iowa State University.

Edited by Elaine Edwards, Extension Communication Systems.

Designed by Mary Sailer, Spring Valley Studio.

Photo Credits Figures 1–7: Extension Plant Pathology,
Iowa State University. Figure 8: Nita Upchurch.
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Yard and Garden Column for the Week Beginning April 26,2002

Insects: The Water Garden's Unexpected Guests

By Ryan Holl Plant Health and Protection Student Iowa State University and Donald Lewis
Extension Entomologist Iowa State University

Water gardens are increasing in popularity. Whether it’s a whiskey barrel or a large, custom-built
pond, a water feature delights the senses in ways grasses and shrubs cannot.

Water gardens can add many positive elements to the surroundings. Aquatic plants add texture and
interest to the yard, while colorful fish can be the source of hours of quiet entertainment. Fountains
and waterfalls allow owners to relax to the soothing sound of trickling water.

The more natural a pond is, the more native wildlife it will attract. Larger ponds can attract
water-loving birds, amphibians, and small mammals. However, there are other things that
ornamental ponds supply to their owners, totally free of charge, that are too often overlooked.
Insects!

Insect Life

A body of water provides a brand new ecosystem that will attract many insects you might not
normally see in your yard.

Dragonflies and damselflies, long slender insects with four large wings, are probably the most
obvious insects to appear, and certainly some of the most pleasing. Their speed and agility as fliers
can make them entertaining to watch as they dart around the water to capture their airborne insect
prey, such as mosquitoes. These insects mate in the air, and it is not unusual to see two connected
in flight. The female can later be seen flying down to the water to deposit her eggs at the water's
surface.

Naiads, the immature form of dragonflies or damselflies, live in the water and feed on insects and
other small animals. Their indescribable looks resemble something out of a horror movie and can
be quite startling when come upon unexpectedly. Naiad skins can be found attached to plants above
the waterline, where the immature insects crawl before molting and emerging as winged adults.

Water striders are a unique aquatic insect. They make use of surface tension to "walk" on water
with two very long pairs of legs. Striders can be found "skating" on nearly every body of water in
Iowa. They feed on small animals (mostly insects) that fall onto the water's surface or float up from
below.

Whirligig beetles also scamper about on the water and eat insects at the water's surface. Groups of
the small, glossy black beetles swarm restlessly until frightened, when they scatter. Their larvae (the
immature form of the insect) feed on aquatic insects and mites.

The giant water bug, at up to two inches long and one inch wide, is one of the largest insects in
Iowa. It has flattened rear legs for swimming and powerful front legs for grasping its prey. The
giant water bug usually targets insects, tadpoles, fish and amphibians as food. However, it has been
known to clasp onto the toes of passing humans, earning it the nickname "toe-biter. "
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These are just a few of the interesting animals that may inhabit a water garden. Others offer equally
entertaining appearances and behaviors. Unfortunately, very few great things come without costs.
There are a few negative impacts that insects can make on your water garden.

Naiads, several of the aquatic beetles and the giant water bug can feed on aquatic animals such as
very small fish. This is of little concern to most pond owners however, since these animals rarely, if
ever, attack fish as large as "feeder" goldfish frequently used to stock ornamental ponds. However,
if the water garden is large enough for fish to reproduce, naiads will certainly pose a threat to very
young offspring.

What about mosquitoes?

The mosquito is the biggest concern when dealing with bodies of water in the yard. Mosquitoes lay
their eggs in stagnant water, where the larvae, or "wrigglers," develop. Wrigglers feed on organic
matter in the water until they are ready to pupate and change into the flying, blood-sucking nuisance
that everyone knows as the mosquito.

Fortunately, there are measures you can take to reduce mosquito populations in your water garden.
Keep the water in motion with a fountain or filtration system to keep mosquitoes from reproducing
-they prefer to lay their eggs in stagnant water. Pond design and layout, including steep banks with
little vegetation along the water's edge, can also deter mosquitoes from reproducing in the water.

The mosquito also faces many natural perils in the water garden environment. Amphibians, insects
and fish consume mosquito larvae as they float near the surface. Adult mosquitoes face further
torment when adult dragonflies and birds attack them from the air. All of these factors work
together to reduce mosquito problems.

A water feature offers many different and interesting benefits to you and your yard. The next time
you find yourself enjoying one, try to appreciate the little details that nature throws your way.
Pleasure often comes from unexpected places!
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